
  

Helpful Tips to Help Control Gypsy Moth Populations in Lake Isabella 

Over the last few years, an increase of 

egg masses has been detected in areas 

of Lake Isabella.  These areas include 

wooded areas around Circle Drive, 

Crossover Drive, Bundy Drive, Lincoln 

Drive, and Queens Way. While these 

areas have seen the greatest 

concentration of egg masses, masses 

can be found throughout the 

community. 

In addition to trees, egg masses can be 

located on homes, garages, sheds, 

overhangs, electrical boxes, wishing 

wells, kids play scapes, foundations, 

and wood piles.  The homes usually 

have wooden exteriors and shady 

sides of the buildings.   

The egg masses are anywhere from 

the size of a dime to as large as a silver 

dollar and larger. The egg masses have anywhere from 500 to 10,000 eggs depending on the 

size.   

The egg masses are a beige color and feel velvety.  Around the egg masses, pupae is usually 

detected and that is the shell from which the gypsy moth caterpillar becomes a moth in the fall.  

Typically moths hatch in late July, early August.  The female gypsy moth is white with flecks of 

black and has a goldish spot on her head and does not fly. The male has a brown hue. After 

mating occurs, the moths die. Isabella County does not presently have a Gypsy Moth 

suppression program. 

There is a specific way to remove the egg masses prevent the population from increasing the 

following year. 

1. The easiest way to remove the egg mass/masses is using a putty knife, playing card, or 

business card. 

2. Carefully go behind the egg masses and “PEEL” it off into a dish of “SOAPY” water or paper 

bag. If left in soapy water please let the egg mass soak for 48 hours prior to disposal. 

3. Any eggs that fall to the ground will hatch next year.  Winter does not kill the eggs, so care 

should be taken when removing. 

4. The dish soap container will kill the eggs and burning the egg masses is also a great 

alternative. 

5. Remove all the pupae at the same time.   

 


